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Abstract 
This paper focuses on orbit design for a spacecraft without orbital maneuver approaching multiple objects in a circular orbit. 
Based on the assumption of no perturbation, a series of relations of approach orbit elements and geocentric angle between objects 
are established by theory analysis and formula derivation. Then characteristics of approach orbit are derived from a large number 
of data and numerical analysis. Finally a simulation example with Earth Geostationary Orbit as target circular is shown. 
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1. Introduction 
The circular orbit has many good orbit properties, which can meet the requirements for earth observation and 
communication. The information about this aspect has been referred in [1]. So far, the circular orbit resources that 
can be used are limited. If satellite working in the orbit has something wrong with its hardware, it can be repaired 
through orbit approaching. Besides that, orbit approaching also can be used to approach enemy satellites in space 
conflict, in order to reconnoiter them or attack them. 
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This paper begins with the importance of circular orbit. The approaching orbit which can approach multiple 
targets in a circular orbit is designed by theory derivation. General laws for approaching orbit design are founded. As 
an example, the GEO is analyzed as the target orbit at the end. 
2. Approaching orbit design 
Based on the two-body assumption, two target satellites running in a circular orbit whose geocentric angle is 
assumed to be M'  are analyzed. Fig.1 displays the problem generally. The circular orbit in Fig.1 is the target orbit, 
and the elliptical orbit is the approaching orbit which is to be designed. Point P and point A represent periapsis and 
apoapsis separately. Point O is the geometric center of the earth. Point C and point D are intersections of the target 
orbit and the approaching orbit. Geocentric angle between two targets is assumed to be measured along the direction 










Fig. 1. Approaching to multiple objects in a circle orbit 
At the initial time 0t , the approaching aircraft represented by As  is approaching a circular orbit target represented 
by 1s . Because the target circular orbit and the approaching elliptical orbit have two intersections, point C and point 
D, the approaching aircraft As  and the target 1s  could approach at two possible positions. The approaching aircraft 
As  should approach another target 2s  in circular orbit, so there are also two possible approaching positions. 
According to relevant formulae which can be found in [2], the four different approaching situations are analyzed as 
follows. 
The first initial position: the approaching aircraft As  approaches the target 1s  at point C at initial time 0t , and the 
target 2s  is at point E at this time. The geocentric angle M'  is the central angle of EC . 
x Case 1: As  approaches 2s  at point D. As  passes CAD  and An  ( An  is the positive integral or zero) periods of 
approaching orbit. The target 2s  passes ECD  and Tn  ( Tn  is the positive integral or zero) periods of target orbit. x Case 2: As  approaches 2s  at point C. As  passes An  ( An  is the positive integral) periods of approaching orbit. The 
target 2s  passes EC  and Tn  (the same as presented above) periods of target orbit. 
 
The second initial position: the approaching aircraft As  approaches the target 1s  at point D at initial time 0t , and 
the target 2s  is at point E at this time. The geocentric angle M'  is the central angle of ECD . 
x Case 1: As  approaches 2s  at point C. As  passes DPC  and An  ( An  is the positive integral or zero) periods of 
approaching orbit. The target 2s  passes EC  and Tn  ( Tn  is the positive integral or zero) periods of target orbit. x Case 2: As  approaches 2s  at point D. As  passes An  ( An  is the positive integral) periods of approaching orbit. The 
target 2s  passes ECD  and Tn  (the same as presented above) periods of target orbit. 
As it is to known, the orbit is defined by six orbital elements. The orbit design is to find out the six orbital 
elements, which are inclination i , semi-major axis a , eccentricity e , longitude of ascending node : , argument of 
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perigee Z , and time past perigee W . Because the approaching orbit and the target orbit are coplanar, they have the 
same inclination i  and longitude of ascending node: . It is assumed that approaching aircraft As  meets the target 1s  
at initial time, so the argument of perigee Z  and the time past perigee W  have nothing to do with the main problem 
which is studied in this paper. This paper should fix the other two orbital elements, semi-major axis a  and 
eccentricity e . The relations between a , e  and geocentric angle M'  should be analyzed. 
The symbol R  is assumed to be the radius of the target orbit, ,C Dr r  represent the vectors from earth center to 
point C and point D, and ,C Dr r  represent the relevant distances. Then there is: 
C Dr r R     (1) 
The symbols ,A Tt t  represent the running time of the approaching aircraft As  and the target 2s  from 0t  to the time 
at which they approach each other. Then there is: 
A Tt t    (2) 
2.1. Case 1 of the first initial position 
The basic orbit equation is 
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In which, ,E f  represent eccentric anomaly and true anomaly of any point in the approaching orbit. 
In terms of equation (1), (3), measured along the direction which the satellite runs in, the geocentric angle of CD  
in the target circular orbit is 
 21
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Then according to equation (4), the time for target 2s  going though ECD  is 
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As it is known, the basic relations among mean anomaly, eccentric anomaly and average angle velocity are 
sin
D C CAD
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M M n t
 ­®   ¯
   (6) 
In which, ,C DM M  represent mean anomaly of point C and point D; n  represents the average angle velocity of 
approaching orbit. It is also known that 3n aP . 
Then according to equation (1), (3) and (6), the time for approaching aircraft running from point C to point D in 
approaching circular orbit can be expressed like this: 
         ^ `^ `1 232 arccos sin arccosCADt a a R ae e a R aeP S    ª º ª º¬ ¼ ¬ ¼   (7) 
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According to the approaching condition: 
A CAD A A
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   (8) 
Then considering equation (2), (5), (7) and (8), 
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2.2. Case 2 of the first initial position 
The same analyzing method is used in case 2. According to approaching condition, the running time of the target 
2s  is T EC Tt t n T  , which is equal to the running time of the approaching aircraft As , A A At n T . Then there is 
 3 22 A Ta R n nM S ª º'  ¬ ¼    (10) 
2.3. Case 1 of the second initial position 
According to approaching condition, the running time of the target 2s  is T EC T Tt t n T  , which is equal to the 
running time of the approaching aircraft As , A DPC A At t n T  . Then there is 
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2.4. Case 2 of the second initial position 
In this situation, M'  is the central angle of EOD . It is the same situation as the case 2 of the first initial position, 
so the relation between M'  and ,a e  can be defined by equation (10). 
2.5. Relationship of orbit elements 
The relation among geocentric angle M'  and semi-major axis a , eccentricity e  in different situation have been 
found out. The range of orbital element will be discussed next. 
Firstly, the approaching orbit and the target orbit should have points of intersection, so that the approaching 
aircraft can approach the targets. It requires that the perigee of approaching orbit should be located lower than the 
target orbit, and the apogee should be located higher than the target orbit. Then the inequation can be got. 
   1 1a e R a e t t     (12) 
Secondly, the atmospheric drag affects the life-span of orbit badly, so the perigee of approaching orbit should be 
out of the aerosphere and be located at a place high enough. Then another inequation can be got. 
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(1 ) ea e R h t     (13) 
In which, eR  is the radius of earth; h  is the apogee altitude where the aircraft won’t be affected by atmospheric 
drag. 
What’s more, the limitation of launch energy should be considered, so the semi-major axis can’t be too long. 
There is 
ea kRd    (14) 
In which, k  is a parameter of orbit energy. 
The length of semi-major axis is measured by earth radius here. As a matter of fact, the value of k  respects to the 
target orbit and launch ability. The range of semi-major axis a  is the intersection set of all restrictions above, and 
this set should not be empty. At the same time, the range of eccentricity e  should be wide enough. So far, this 
problem has been translated to a mathematic problem, which is detailed discussed in [3]. 
Based on the analysis above, a special restriction condition is considered. The apogee altitude h  is fixed. Firstly, 
when the target orbit is the inscribed circle of approaching orbit, the initial values of semi-major axis a  and 
eccentricity e  are defined. Next, the corresponding step is fixed. Then iterative calculation can be carried out by 
taking advantage of the relations between geocentric angle M'  and semi-major axis a , eccentricity e . After that, a 
data file can be got, and several methods can be used to design the approaching orbit based on this data file. The 
methods are presented as followed. 
x The interpolation is used. The geocentric angle M'  between targets is compared to the angles which are in the 
data file, and the general range of ,a e  can be defined. Then according to a given range of error, several groups of 
orbital elements can be found out by the iterative arithmetic. If some requirements of orbit are put forward, for 
example, the requirement of launching energy or the requirement of approaching time, the orbit can be fixed by 
further design. This arithmetic could control the accuracy of results, but the amount of calculation is large. 
x M'  is defined to independent variable, and a  is dependent variable. According to the existing data file. The 
equation can be obtained through the method of curve fitting. If the known quantity M'  is brought into the 
equation, according to further restriction, the values of ,a e  can be defined, so that the approaching orbit is fixed. 
The accuracy of result which calculated though this method depends on the accuracy of the method of curve 
fitting. 
x The curve can be protracted in terms of the data file. Then the result can be got from the curve. This method is 
usually used in primary analyzing, because the accuracy is not good enough. 
3. Example and discussion 
The geostationary earth orbit is the typical circular orbit. The aircraft running in the geostationary earth orbit is 
relatively stationary to the earth, so it is very important to earth observation and communication. Regard the GEO as 
the target orbit. The theoretical analysis is validated. The radius of GEO is known as 42164139.90R m . The period 
of the orbit is 86164.09TT s . Firstly, according to the special restriction, the energy coefficient k  equals 10, then 
there is 10 ea Rd . The corresponding range of eccentricity e  is [0.338927, 0.896864] . For the Case 1 of the first initial 
position, the relation between M'  and a , e  could be got. The result is shown in figure 2, in which D-phi 
represents M' . 
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Fig. 2. Relationship of approaching orbit elements and geocentric angle between objects 
The figure 2(a) tells that the smaller the geocentric angle M'  is, the larger the range of a , e  is. The figure 2(b) 
tells that the relation between semi-major axis a  and eccentricity e  is linear approximately. With the increasing of 
the value of eccentricity e , the value of semi-major axis a  is decreasing. This relation provides some bases for 
selecting orbit. The figures 2(c), 2(d) show that with the increasing of a , e , the geocentric angle M'  between 
targets is increasing. The curve is steep when the value of M'  is small, and the relation between M'  and a , e  is 
linear approximately when the value of M'  is large. 
When perigee altitude is fixed on 200km  and the target orbit is the inscribed circle of approaching orbit, the 
initial value is defined. The initial values are 24371142.77a m , 0.727264e  . The length of the iterative step is 
represented by R' , and 42164.50R m'  . Then a data file can be got by iterative calculation. Select any group of data 
in the data file, for example, a=27449124.98m , e=0.760352 , and =45M' . Set this group of data in the software for 
demonstrating, and then the scenario of one aircraft in elliptical orbit approaching two targets in circular orbit is 
shown. It is proved that the analysis and the conclusion above are correct. Table 1 gives the parameters of 
approaching orbit for M'  equaling 30 ,60 ,120 and the corresponding true anomaly. The table only gives one group 
of orbital elements. Actually for a geocentric angle there are more than one approaching orbit can satisfy. So the 
approaching orbit can be determined further if the restrict condition such as the shortest running time or the minimal 
energy for approaching is given. 
     Table 1. A calculation example of the invariable height of perigee 
M' ˄ ˅ a˄ m˅ e f ˄ ˅ 
30 26057708.37 0.747555 166.6517 
60 28882705.74 0.772247 159.5351 
120 34448372.21 0.809044 152.5209 
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4. Conclusion 
Through theoretical analysis and numerical method, a data file which shows the relation between geocentric 
angle M'  and semi-major axis a , eccentricity e  can be got. By using this data file, such aim can be attained. That 
is, be given a value of M' , the designer can get the relevant orbital elements, and design the approaching orbit. It is 
fitting for the real situation, because the angle between two targets in circular orbit can be measured easily. 
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